
VM Course

ORGANIZATION FORMAT OF GANITA SUTRAS

Step 56 : Liquefied Solids

1. The chase of transition from solid states / Earth element state to their
liquefied state / Water element state is of the steps of transition from
linear order set ups (linear dimensional set ups) / hyper cube 1 /
manifestation layer (1, 2, 3, 4) to spatial order set ups / hyper cube 2 /
manifestation layer (2, 3, 4, 5).

2. This transition requires extension of four folds manifestation format to
five fold transcendence range format.

3. Illustratively the five fold transcendence range (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) permits
transition from four fold transition layer (1, 2, 3, 4) to next manifestation
layer ( 2, 3, 4, 5)

4. In general it is a feature of five fold transcendence range (n, n+1, n+2,
n+3, n+4) permitting transition and transformation for the manifestation
layer (n, n+1, n+2, n+3) into manifestation layer (n+1, n+2, n+3, n+4)

5. Four different values of n, would emerge different transcendence ranges,
which together shall be sequentially permitting transitions from a given
manifestation layer to next manifestation layer

6. It would be blissful chase to have a transition from Earth element (1, 2, 3,
4) to Water element (2, 3, 4, 5) and ahead from Water element (2, 3, 4, 5)
to Fire element (3, 4, 5, 6) and so on.

7. The five elements range (Earth, Water, Fire, Air, Space) as such shall be
having sequential transitions availing five transcendence ranges permit
reorganization along 5 x 5 format as follows

1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5 6
3 4 5 6 7
4 5 6 7 8
5 6 7 8 9



8. The transition from one manifestation layer to next manifestation layer,
in reference to pair of manifestation layers of Earth element and Water
element, are shifting focus from the solid state (of Earth element) to
liquid states (Water element)

9. This shift of focus from solid state to liquid state add a flow feature which
works against inertia features of solids and helps have transmissions of
solid state content from through the process of content carriers.

10.This feature of content carriers is of a very big range values in the
existence phenomenon.

11.The Sanskrit language works out its grammar parallel to the principles
and features of such content carriers

12.The broad range of such features is of the range of seven geometries of
solids which of its own a step ahead takes to the solid boundary state of
spatial order creator’s space.

13.The following liquid flow set up from one reservoir to another reservoir
may help comprehend, appreciate and imbibe this flow format steps :

14.This pure and applied values geometric format at the base of Sanskrit
Grammar, as such is being not taken up further but the Vedic systems
learning by the students of Vedic Technology, infact begins from here.



15.The jyoti (sunlight) flow as Divya Ganga flow through artifices of Om
formulation is the geometric format availed by the Vedic systems and
same is of the broad outline as follows:

16.Om (Y) as that startwith transcendental reservoir syllable of Vedic
alphabet transit and transforms into end fruit value of Parnava
formulation which provides four fold flow:

17. One may have a pause here and permit the transcending mind to
continuously remain in deep sitting of trans to be face to face with the
geometric format features manifesting as organization format features of
Ganita Sutras.

18.The chase from the organization format features of Ganita Sutras 8 to 16
may be as follows :
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